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1 Motivation

1. Most formal grammars need parsers with high parsing complexity:O(n5) and

worse

2. Most statistical parsers allow usingO(n3) complexity algorithms (Eisner, 2000),

(Nivre, 2003), such as the CYK used here, but they do not express long-distance

dependencies (LDD) and empty nodes (EN)

3. Most successful deep-linguistic Dependency Parsers (Lin, 1998), (Tapanainen

and J̈arvinen, 1997) do not have a statistical base

4. Reconstruction of LDD and EN from statistical parser output is not successful

(Johnson, 2002)
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2 Lexicalized Dependency Probability Model

In a binary CFG, any two constituentsA andB which are adjacent during parsing are

candidates for the RHS of a rewrite rule. Terminal types are the word tags.

X ! AB; e:g:NP ! DT NN (1)

In DG and Bare Phrase Structure, one of these is isomorphic to the RHS, i.e. the head.

B ! AB; e:g: NN ! DT NN (2)

A! AB; e:g: V B ! V B PP (3)

DG rules additionally use a syntactic relation labelR. A non-lexicalized model

would be:

p(RjA! AB) �=
#(R;A! AB)

#(A! AB)

(4)
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Research on PCFG and PP-attachment has shown the importance of probabilizing on

lexical heads (a andb).

p(RjA! AB; a; b) �=
#(R;A! AB; a; b)

#(A! AB; a; b)

(5)

All that A ! AB expresses is that in the dependency relation the dependency is

towards theright.
p(Rjright; a; b) �=
#(R; right; a; b)

#(right; a; b)

(6)

e.g. for the Verb-PP attachment relationpobj (following (Collins and Brooks, 1995)

including the desc. noun = noun inside PP)

p(pobjjright; verb; prep; desc:noun) �=
#(pobj; right; verb; prep; desc:noun)

#(right; verb; prep; desc:noun)

(7)
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(Collins, 1996) MLE estimation:P (Rjha; atagi; hb; btagi; dist) �=

#(R; ha; atagi; hb; btagi; dist)

#(ha; atagi; hb; btagi; dist)

(8)

(Schneider, 2003) MLE estimation:P (R; distja; b) �= p(Rja; b) � p(distjR) �=

#(R; a; b)

#(a; b)

�
#(R; dist)

#R

(9)

� licencing, rule-based hand-written grammar over Penn tags

� back-off to semantic classes (WordNet)

� real distance, measured in chunks

� co-occurrence in denominator is not sentence-context, but

P

of competing

relations (e.g. object/adjunct or subject/modpart)�! decision probabilities

� Relations (R) have a Functional Dependency Grammar definition (overleaf)
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S```   

NP

man

VPhhhh((((

VB

eat

NP

banana

PP

HH��

IN

with

NP

fork

Reduced, chunked Tree representation for the sentenceThis man eats bananas with a

fork leads to the following Dependency Relations:

man eat banana with fork

-hNP; S; V Pi�hVB; V P;NPi

� hVB; V P; PPi

�hIN; PP;NP i

(Collins, 1996)

man eat banana with fork

-hsubjecti �hobjecti

� hverb � PPi

-hnoun � prepi

(Schneider, 2003)
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3 Extraction of Dependencies

Active subject relation has the head of an arbitrarily nested NP with the functional

tagSBJ as dependent, and the head of an arbitrarily nested VP as head

Passive subject and control subject:

?hhhhh(((((

NP-SBJ-X@

noun

VP@XXX���

V

passive verb

NP

-NONE-

*-X

?hhhhh(((((

NP-SBJ-X@

noun

VP@XXX���

V

control-verb

S

NP-SBJ

-NONE-

*-X

99 % identity ofX �! “local” dependencies across several subtreesX �! simply

reduce to really local dependency
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A large subset of syntactic relations, the ones which are considered most relevant for

argument structure and which are most ambiguous, are modeled. Some use functional

labels, several levels of subtrees and empty nodes as integral parts.

RELATION LABEL EXAMPLE

verb–subject subj he sleeps
verb–direct object obj sees it
verb–second object obj2 gave (her) kisses
verb–adjunct adj ate yesterday
verb–subord. clause sentobj saw (they) came
verb–pred. adjective predadj is ready
verb–prep. phrase pobj slept in bed
noun–prep. phrase modpp draft of paper
noun–participle modpart report written
verb–complementizer compl to eat apples
noun–preposition prep to the house

Verb–subject has a different probability model for active and passive
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4 Frequency Analysis of Empty Nodes

Distribution of the 10 most frequent types of empty nodes and their antecedents in the
Penn Treebank (adapted from (Johnson, 2002))

Antecedent POS Label Count Description Example

1 NP NP * 22,734 NP trace Samwas seen *

2 NP * 12,172 NP PRO * to sleep is nice

3 WHNP NP *T* 10,659 WH trace the womanwhoyou saw *T*

(4) *U* 9,202 Empty units $ 25 *U*

(5) 0 7,057 Empty complementizers Sam said 0 Sasha snores

(6) S S *T* 5,035 Moved clauses Sam had to go, Sasha said *T*

7 WHADVP ADVP *T* 3,181 WH-trace Sam explainedhow to leave *T*

(8) SBAR 2,513 Empty clauses Sam had to go, said Sasha (SBAR)

(9) WHNP 0 2,139 Empty relative pronouns the woman 0 we saw

(10) WHADVP 0 726 Empty relative pronouns the reason 0 to leave

Empty elements [rows 4,5,9,10]! non-nucleus material
Moved clauses[6], subj – utterance-verb inversion[8]! change of canonical direction
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4.1 NP Traces

Coverage of the patterns for the most frequent NP traces [row 1]

Type Count prob-modeled Treatment

passive subject 6,803 YES local relation

indexed gerund 4,430 NO Tesnìere translation

control, raise, semi-aux 6,020 YES post-parsing processing (see below)

others / not covered 5,481

TOTAL 22,734

sentobj(ask, elaborate, _g101293, ’->’, 36).

modpart(salinger, ask,elaborate, ’<-’, 36).

appos(salinger, secretary, _g101568, ’->’, 36).

subj(reply, salinger, ask, ’<-’, 36).

subj(say, i, _g101843, ’<-’, 36).

subj(get, it, _g102032, ’<-’, 36).

subj(go, it, subj_control, ’<-’ , 36). % subj-control

prep(draft, thru, _g102286, ’<-’, 36).

pobj(go, draft, thru, ’->’, 36).

sentobj(get, go, draft, ’->’, 36).

sentobj(say, get, it, ’->’, 36).

sentobj(reply, say, i, ’->’, 36).
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4.2 NP PRO

12,172 NP PRO [row 2] in the Treebank. 5,656 aremodpart, 3,095 non-indexed

gerunds, 1,598 adverbial phrases of verbs, 268 adverbial phrases of nouns.

4.3 WH trace

113 of the 10,659 WHNP antecedants [row 3] are question pronouns.

Over 9,000 are relative pronouns�! change of direction if subject or infinitive

[example of row 7] is present

But non-subject WH-question pronouns and support verbs need to be treated as “real”

non-local dependencies.

Before main parsing is started, the support verb is attached to any lonely participle

chunk in the sentence, the WH-pronoun pre-parses with any verb.
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5 Evaluation

Subject

8>>>><
>>>>:

Precision: subj ORmodpart ! ncsubjC ORcmodC (with rel.pro)

Recall: ncsubjC ! subj ORmodpart

ncsubjC= non-clausal subject

cmodC= clausal modification, used for relative clauses (but not allcmodc are relative pronouns)

Object

8>>>><
>>>>:

Precision: obj ORobj2 ! dobjC ORobj2C

Recall: dobjC ORobj2C ! obj ORobj2

dobjC=first object

obj2C=second object

noun-PP

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

Precision: modpp !

ncmodC(with prep) OR

xmodC(with prep)

Recall:

ncmodC(with prep) OR

xmodC(with prep)

! modpp

ncmodC=non-clausal modification

xmodC=clausal modification for verb-to-noun translations
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General Evaluation and Comparison

Percentage Values for

Subject Object noun-PP verb-PP

Precision 91 89 73 74

Recall 81 83 67 83

Comparison to Lin (on the whole Susanne corpus)

Subject Object PP-attachment

Precision 89 88 78

Recall 78 72 72

Comparison to Buchholz (Buchholz, 2002); and to Charniak (Charniak, 2000), according to Preiss

Subject(ncsubj) Object(dobj)

Precision 86; 82 88; 84

Recall 73; 70 77; 76
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Selective LDD evaluation (as far as the annotations permit)

LDD relations results for

WH-Subject Precision 57/62 92 %

WH-Subject Recall 45/50 90 %

WH-Object Precision 6/10 60 %

WH-Object Recall 6/7 86 %

Anaphora of the rel. clause subject Precision 41/46 89 %

Anaphora of the rel. clause subject Recall 40/63 63 %

Passive subject Recall 132/160 83%

Precision for subject-control subjects 40/50 80%

Precision for object-control subjects 5/5 100%

Precision ofmodpart relation 34/46 74%

Precision for topicalized verb-attached PPs 25/35 71%
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6 Conclusions

� fast ( 300,000 words/h), lexicalized broad-coverage parser with grammatical

relation (GR) output

� GR are closer to predicate-argument structures than pure constituency structures,

and more informative if non-local dependencies are involved.

� Parser’s performance is state-of-the-art.

� for English, most non-local dependencies can be treated as local dependencies

(1) by using and modeling dedicated patterns across several levels of

constituency subtrees (2) by lexicalized post-processing rules (3) because some

non-local dependencies are artifacts of the grammatical representation.
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Parsing Efficiency I
� DG is binary & in Chomsky Normal Form! CYK

� CYK Parsing: bottom-up parallel processing, passive chart

for j = 2 to N # length of span

for i = 1 to N � j + 1 # begin of span

for k = i+ 1 to i+ j � 1 # separator position

if Z ! XY and X 2 [i� k]; Y 2 [k � j]

and Z =2 [i� j]

then insert Z at [i� j]
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� DG is binary & in Chomsky Normal Form! CYK ! 0(n3)

� CYK Parsing: bottom-up parallel processing

� my “chartdata-driven” CYK implementation

1. Add all terminals to chart

2. Loop: foreach chart entry X�i:�k:[i� k]

foreach chart entry Y �j:[k � j] # adjacent

if : tried( X;Y )

foreach Z ! X;Y assert Z[i� j] to chart (for next Loop)

else assert tried( X;Y )

3. If any rule was successful, prune and then Loop again, else terminate.

� pruning: If in a Loop more thanm chart entries are created, then for every span

with more thann readings in the chart, only keep the most probablen=2 entries.

� auxiliary charts: remember all tried chart pairs. Remember all computed

probabilities.
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